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ABSTRACT
In this report Charts 23-32 of the Atlas are given, containing the solar spectrum XX12187-17731 A, obtained from

the NASA CV-990 Jet at an altitude of 39,000 ft with the LPL 4-meter spectrometer. A 600-1 ines/mm grating was used,
blazed at 1.6 ft. The Michigan Atlas spectra and an LPL laboratory spectrum of the 2c3(1.6^) GHU band are included for
comparison.

The Arizona-NASA Atlas will be divided into 4parts:

Part I: Solar spectra, obtai ned with the 4-m spec
trometer and a 1200-lines/mm grating.
In preliminary form, Part I is published
in Comm. LPL Nos. 123, 124, and 160;
it extends from AA8487-14707, with two
gaps, occasioned by the pressure of ob
serving time, AA9725-10657 and
AA12857-13138 A; neither one contains
heavy telluric absorptions.

Part II: Solar spectra, obtained with the 4-m spec
trometer and a 600-lines/mm grating,
Comm. LPL Nos. 161, 163, 164, and
166, together covering the interval
AA12187-30900 A, with some duplica
tion and no gaps.

Part III: Solar spectra, obtained with the 4-m spec
trometer and a 300-lines/mm grating. A
preliminary report is given in Comm.
LPL No. 125, for the region 3.1-3.3 /a;
supplementary spectra to about 6 fx are
to be obtained with the NASA-Ames
Lear Jet and a new open-port spectrome
ter now nearly ready for test flights.

Part IV: Solar spectra, obtained with the LPL
B-spectrometer and different gratings.
First reports on this part of the Atlas
will be given in Comm. LPL Nos. 162 and
165. The resolutions in Part IV are lower
than those in the other Parts, by factors
of 2—4, the same gratings having been
used but the focal length of the B-spec
trometer camera being only 0.95 m.
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